Laser Hair Removal/ Reduction:
Laser hair removal is a permanent way to reduce dark hair
on the face and body. I want everyone who is interested in
laser hair removal to know before they start that laser hair
removal is a process it is not immediately rewarding. But
the majority of our clients are abundantly happy with their
results and wish they had done it years earlier. Laser hair
removal is one of the most convenient gifts you can give
yourself. I personally really appreciate my laser hair
removal when I am on vacation and I’m not struggling to
shave with a cheap disposable razor in the hotel shower,
or when my kids surprise me with a spur of the moment
“lets go swimming”. No more razor burn that looks like
something contagious in the bikini area…yuck…just
smooth hair free skin:)
Here is what you need to know…..
Please shave the area we are treating prior to your
treatment (no waxing, tweezing or using nair two weeks
before first treatment or in-between any treatment. Just
shaving with a razor). Your treatment appointments,
depend upon the area being treated, will be spaced 4-8
weeks apart. This spacing has to do with the typical
persons length of time between the antigen stage of hair
growth cycles. Each treatment should be comfortable and
very tolerable as each of our 4 laser hair removal lasers
have cooling tip hand pieces. Ice can be applied after the
treatment if needed but the majority of our clients do not
need ice after and feel perfectly fine to go about normal
activities. It can take up to 10 days for all the hair that was

affected by the treatment to work its way out of the hair
follicle. This may look like the hair is growing, just continue
to shave to help the hair work its way out. Shaving is not
necessary as the hair will work its way out on its own but
may speed up the process so you can see your results
from the treatment a little faster. (But please remember to
shave before your next appointment) Remember that not
all of the hair will fall out after each treatment. Laser hair
removal lasers are primarily effective only on the hair in
the antigen stage of hair growth and it is unlikely that all of
the hair would be in the same stage of life during any one
treatment.
Your bodies hormones and chemistry can and will effect
your results, as well as number of treatments needed in
each area. We have found that Men need more treatments
than most women. Women receiving laser hair removal in
the face and groin typically need more treatments than
other body areas. Six is an industry standard package
number but most people need more than six treatments in
each area to achieve their desired result. There is no
guarantee with laser hair removal that you will get the
desired result even if you have dark hair. Most clients that
are good candidates for this treatment are happy with their
results after receiving 6-12 treatments in an area. Some
people, even ideal candidates, may need more than 12
treatments. Ideal candidates will have light skin and black
hair. We can treat all skin types safely as well as treat a
variety of brown tones of hair. You will not be a good
candidate for this treatment if you have light brown,

blonde, ashy blonde, grey, white or red hair in the area you
are seeking treatment. Some medications cannot be taken
while you receive laser hair removal treatment. And some
medications we need you to be off of for a period of time
before you are treated. We do not treat anyone pregnant
or breast feeding, with an active sun burn in the treatment
area, with recent RetinA use or with a current spray or
artificial tan in the treatment area. We do a complementary
laser hair removal consultation appointment before the
first treatment is scheduled to ensure we can safely and
effectively treat you. Even with this consultation some
ideal candidates do not respond well to laser hair removal
and do not achieve the results they are seeking. Once
again there is no guarantee with laser hair removal results.
We will provide you with the best industry standard lasers
and a thorough attention to detailed treatment during each
appointment. Laser hair removal causes solar sensitivity
and sun screen must be used between treatments. It is not
advised for clients receiving laser hair removal to sun
bathe or use tanning beds in between treatments. For
clients that are prone to cold sores or genital herpes
outbreak or carry the herpes virus, laser hair removal
treatments can stimulate an outbreak in the treatment
area. Please contact your medical doctor if you need to be
on preventive medication. We do not treat anyone with an
active outbreak of herpes or shingles. Please take some
time to read the attached Laser hair removal pre and post
care information as well as list of potential negative risks
associated with receiving a laser hair removal treatment,

so you are able to make a well educated choice whether
or not to enter into the process of laser hair removal. We
will answer any questions and go over all information with
you during your laser hair removal consultation. If you
have purchased directly from us a package of 12 or more
laser hair removal treatments in an area we will provide
you with one complementary touch up in the area we
treated.
Pricing does not include Gratuity or 2% Minnesota Care
Tax (the answer is yes it is customary to leave gratuity for
laser hair removal, even if you do not feel the need to
leave gratuity you will still receive exceptional service).
Small area laser hair removal
(lip, chin, sideburns or ab strip):
One treatment: $65
Package of three treatments: $180
Package of six treatments: $300
Package of ten treatments: $400
Medium area laser hair removal
(extended bikini, under arms, full face (which includes lip,
chin and sideburns), front of neck ( under chin), back of
neck shoulder caps):
One treatment: $80
Package of three treatments: $225
Package of six treatments: $399
Package of ten treatments: $500

Large area laser hair removal
(Lower arms, lower or upper legs, Brazilian (women)
upper or lower back):
One treatment: $150
Package of three treatments: $325
Package of six treatments: $599
Package of ten treatments: $899
Extra large area laser hair removal
(Full back, full legs):
One treatment: $150
Package of three treatments: $400
Package of six treatments: $699
Package of ten treatments: $950
Full body Package 1:
(Includes 6 lower legs, 6 under arms and 6 Brazilian
or extended bikini)
Package of six treatments: $850
Full body Package 2:
(Includes 6 full face, 6 full arms, 6 full back, 6 full
legs, 6 full Brazilian or 6 full chest, and 6 full abs)
Package of six treatments: $1,900

